
NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS

All editorial communications should be addressed to the Secretary, Royal
Asiatic Society, 56 Queen Anne Street, London W1M 9LA, in the first instance.

Contributions submitted for publication in the Society's Journal should be
typed in double spacing on paper of A4 size, leaving a margin of at least 30 mm.
at the left-hand side. Sheets should be numbered consecutively at the top right-
hand corner. Notes, numbered consecutively through the article, should be
typed on a separate sheet or sheets at the end and not at the foot of each page.
Contributors are reminded that the Journal has special need of a number of
shorter articles for each issue, not exceeding 2000 words in length. Such contri-
butions can often be printed more promptly than longer works.

Authors are urged to study the conventions employed in recent issues of the
Journal, particularly the style of citation of books and periodical articles, and
the bibliographical information inserted at the head of reviews. Contributions
should be submitted in a form ready for the printer; later corrections, whether
involving over-running or not, can be accepted only at the Editor's discretion
and will incur a charge to the author. Authors will receive page proofs; galleys
will not normally be sent. Note should also be taken of the fact that postal
losses have been occurring in the central London districts during recent months.
If typescripts submitted are not acknowledged within a month of dispatch,
suitable allowance being made for overseas mails, the Secretary or Editor should
be contacted, preferably (when convenient) by telephone.

Authors of articles will be supplied with 25 free copies of offprints. Additional
copies can be obtained on request at moderate charges; authors are asked to
notify the Editor of their requirements when returning proofs.
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MEMBERSHIP AND SUBSCRIPTION

1. Any person desirous of becoming a Fellow must be nominated by one
Fellow and seconded by another, of whom one must act on a personal know-
ledge that the candidate is likely to be a suitable and useful Fellow; and the
nominating Fellows shall address the Secretary in writing and give the candidate's
name, address, and occupation, or status, and shall state to which class the candi-
date desires to be admitted. Provided always that for persons domiciled abroad it
shall be within the power of the Council, on being satisfied as to the credentials
of any particular candidate, to dispense with these conditions.

2. The annual subscription for each class of Fellow is:—
£

Fellows resident in the United Kingdom 15.00
Fellows residing in the British Isles who covenant to pay for 7 years 15.00
Fellows residing abroad 12.00

3. Library Associates, elected for five years only 5.00
Libraries 15.00

4. The first payment of subscription is due on election, but if a candidate be
elected in November or December of any year, the first annual subscription paid
by him shall cover the year beginning on the 1st January next after his election.

5. Annual subscriptions shall be due on the first day of January of each year.

Note: Payments by Deed of Covenant can be made only by Fellows who pay
United Kingdom Income Tax. The attention of applicants residing abroad is
drawn to the back cover of the Journal where the U.S. and Canadian dollar
equivalents of these subscriptions are given.

P.T.O.
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When a candidate is proposed for election, this form should be completed
in block letters and sent to THE SECRETARY, ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY,
56 QUEEN ANNE STREET, LONDON W1M 9LA.

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

CERTIFICATE OF RECOMMENDATION

Name

Occupation

Address

Being desirous of becoming a Fellow of the ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY, we being

Fellows of the said Society, hereby recommend , as a Candidate.
her

Proposer ,

Address. .

Seconder,

Address. ,

Date
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Oxford University Press

Chinese Revolutionary
Memoirs 1919-1949 Wang Fan-Hsi
Translated by Gregor Benton
Wang-Fan-Hsi joined the Chinese Community Party during the 1920s,
and was sent to Moscow for training, where he came under the in-
fluence of the Trotskyist opposition. Expelled from the Party for his
views, he spent most of the years from 1931 to 1937 in Kuomintang
prisons, being released just as the Japanese invaded. His memoirs are
the only published account from a revolutionary's viewpoint of a still
largely obscure period in Chinese history. £12.50

Strategies of British India
Britain, Iran, and Afghanistan, 1798 -1850
M. E.Yapp

The subject of this book is the formulation and execution of British
policy in the region between the Caspian and the Indus during the first
half of the nineteenth century. Using a large selection of documents,
the author considers developments at all levels, from the Cabinet to the
frontier agent. £35

Early Sikh Tradition
A Study of the Janam Sakhis
WKMcLeod
This is a study of the Panjabi narratives of the life of Guru Nanak,
known asjanam sakhis, which are important as examples of hagiographic
growth processes, as sources of Panjab history for the post-Nanak
period within which they developed, as a cohesive factor in subsequent
Sikh history, and as the earliest works of Panjabi prose. Illustrated £15

Symbols of Eternity
The Art of Landscape Painting in China
Michael Sullivan

This book, designed for the general reader approaching Chinese land-
scape painting as a new experience, introduces the underlying philos-
ophical ideas, aims, and achievements of the painters, and the main
stages in the development of the art over nearly two thousand years.
Illustrated £10
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Foreign
Devils
on the
Silk Road
Peter Hopkirk

For the first time the story is told of
the explorers who, early this
century, rediscovered the lost cities
of the ancient Silk Road across
Central Asia and carried off their
treasures.
'An absorbing account of the
treasure-trove race.'

The Daily Telegraph
£9.50

JOHN MURRAY

Microfilmed copies
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ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY'S PUBLICATIONS

Sole Agent: Messrs. E. J. BRILL (LEIDEN), 41 Museum St., London WC1.

Oriental Translation Fund New Series

<21) RUSTHAVELi (SHOT'HA). The Man in Ihe Music. Being a translation of "Dhamm al-malaM"
Panther's Skin. A romantic epic. (Trans.) from the and "Bawariq al-ilmiL" (Fd.) J. Robson. Text in
Georgian by M. S. Wardrop 11912). Reprinted Arabic. 1938. £4-50
1 9 6 7" lt> 5 ° (36) SFAR MALWASIA. D.C.31. The Book ofthe
(23) VISRAMIANI. The Story of the loves of Vis Zodiac. Trans, and notes by K. S. Drowr with a
and Ramin. Trans, from the (Georgian version by facsimile of the original Mandaic text. 1949. £8-00
O Wardrop(1914). Reprinted 1967. £9-25

(37) THOMAS (F. W.)(Ed. and Translator). Tibetan
(28) AL-MUHASSIN. The T.ble-Talk of a u , , , a , y texts and documents concerning Chine*
Mesopotarman Judge (Trans.) from "Nishwar Turkestan. Vol. 2. Documents. 1951. £1050
al-Muhadarah" by D. S. Margoliouth. 1922 £6 75
(29) AL-BABU L-HADIASHAR. A Treats on the <«) BAHATJ 'LLAH (Mi*ZA HUSAVN 'AH).
Principle, of Sht-iw Theology. By H.»n B. Yusut * • * « " • * * * " • • • « ™ «°"'Kol, * v £ (T.a*.
B. Ali Ibnui-Mutahhar Al-Hilli. With Commen- ""• e d > E. F. Elder and W. McF. Miller. 1961.
tary by Miqdad-i-Fadil Al-Hilli. (Ttans.) William Sewn£150
McKlwee Miller. (Reprinted), 1958. £2-50 ( 3 9 ) AL-HAKIM ABU ABDl.'I.LAH MLHAMMAD
(30)HAMDULLAHAL-MUSTAUFIAL-O.AZWINI. B. 'ABDULLAH Al.NAISABURI. Inlroduct.on to
The Zoological Section of the Nuihatu-1-Qulub. the Science of Tradition, being Al-madkhal ila
(Ed.)J.Stephenson. 1928. £5-50 ma'rifat al-IkliUed.) trans., introduction and note,
(31) V1CITRAKARNIKAVADANODDHRTA. A °y'ames Robson 1953. £2-75
Collection of Buddhistic legends. Naviri text. (Ed. (40) THOMAS (F. W.)(Fd. and Translator). Tibetan
and trans.) Hans Jorgensen. 1931. £775 literary texts and documents concerning Chinese
(33) VIDYAPATI THAKURA. Purush.-Pariksha, Turkestan. Selected and translated into English
or The Tesi of Man. (Tram.) Sir G. A. Grierson. V o 1 3' " 5 5 ' £ 5 0 °
1935 £4.75 (41) Vol. 4. Indices. £200

(}4> IBN ABI'L-DUNYA t MAJD AL-DIN (44) TIB8ETTS (G. R.) A study of the Arabic
ALTUSt AL*HA2ALi Tracls on Lnleniru) lo lexis concerning navigation in S-E. Asia. 1980.

120.16

Prize Publication Fund

(4) BRAY (O. UE S ) The L.Cchiiloiy uf a Brahui. (19) RICHARDSON IHE.) Ancient Historical
1913. £4-00 Edicts at Lhasa, and the MuTsung/KhriGtsug Lde

Rrtsan Treaty of A o 821 822 from the insctip-
(H)<iRltRSON(SIKG.A.)Toiw>li.AriAccount lion at Lhasa 1952 £2 00
ofal>ardicUngyageoftheS™iKohistai. . l92* ( 2 Q ) C L A t s 0 N ( S I R G K R A R n ) . T u , k i d , „ „

1 5 0 0 Mongolian Studies 1963. £600

(16) TAQIZADtH (S. H.) The Early Iranian (21) EDMONDS lc. J I A Pilgrimage lo Ulish.
Calendars. 1938. II 75 1967. £300

James C. Forking Fund

(6) HASAN (HAD!). Falaki i-Shuwani, Hit Times, (14) DAVE (T. N.) A Study of the Gujaiati
Ufe and Works. 1929. £2-50 Language in the XVth Century. 1935. £4 50

(9) FALAKISH1RWANI. Diwan. P n t i a n T a t (15) READ(A. F. C.) »alo Grammar 1934. £2 50
(ed.) Hadi Hasan. 1929. £250 (26) MAN1PAT1-CAR1TA (Two PRAKRIT
(10) JUWAYN1. Ta'rikh-l-lahiri^ushiy of VERSIONS Of THS). Introduclion. lomaniied
luwaynl. Vol. 111. (Introduction by Sir E. Dcnisoo «xl and translation. (Ed.) R. Williams. 1959£8-50
Ross.) 1931. £250 (27) OKELL (J.) Guide to the romaniution of
(11) ROSS (F-. DENISON) t WINGATF. (R. O.) Burmese. 1972. £3-85
(F.d.) Dialogues in the Eastern Turki on Subjects (28)ABU-HAIDAR (F.) A Study of the Spoken
of Interest»Travellers 1934 £150 Arabic of Baskinta. 1979. 113.44

Monographs

(2) W1NTERN1TZ (M.) Catalogue of South Indian (26) MINORSKY (V.) Persia in A.D. 1478 1490.
Sanskrit MSS. belonging to the R.A.S. 1902. £800 An abridged translation of Fadlullah b. Ruzbihin
(11) SAYCE (A. H.) and P1NCHFS (T. G.) The KhunjlVIarlkh-i'Alam-ara-yi Amlnl. 1957. £3 25
Tablet from Yuzgat in the Liverpool Institute of
Atchxology. 1907. £2-00
(22) FISCHFL (W. J.) Jews in the Economic and
Political Ufc of Mediaeval Islam (1937). Reprinted (27) FLFFNBFIN. J H. The Baluchi Language.
1968 £3-25 A Dialectology with Texts. 1966. £200

Dr. B. C. Law Trust Fund

CHI (R. S. Y.) Buddhist Formal Logic. 1969. £500

STOREY (C. A.) Persian literature, a bio-biblio-
graphical survey. Vol. I: Qur'anic literature; histoty
and biography (in 2 parts). Part 1: Our'anic litera-
ture; history. Repr. of the 1927 39 ed. 1970. Part
2: Biography, additions and corrections, indexes.
Repr. of the 1953 ed. 1972. Vol. II (in 3 parts).
Part I: (a) Mathematics, (b) Weights and measures,
(c) Astronomy and astrology, (d) Geography. Repr.
of the 1958 ed. 1972. Part 2: (e) Medicine. 1971.
Part 3: (f) Encyclopaedias and miscellanies, (g)
Arts and crafts, (h) Science.Vol. I part 1 (cloth)
£25 00. Vol. I put 2 (cloth) £2185. Vol. II pail

I (pap.) £780. Vol. II part 2 (pap.) £5-20. Vol.
II part 3 (pap.) £5 20.

CATALOGUE OF PRINTED BOOKS published SIMMONDS (STUART) and D1GBY (SIMON),
before 1932, in the Libraty of the Royal Asiatic The Royal Asiatic Society: its history and treasures.
Society. 1940 [B|. £15 1979. (Sesquicentenary commemorative volume)
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ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

56 Queen Anne Street, London W1M 9LA (Tel. : 01-935 8944)

Fellows 'Annual Subscriptions: —

(a) Fellows resident in the United Kingdom, £15.00.

(b) Fellows residing abroad, £12.00, or U.S.S30, or Can.$35.
(c) Library Associates elected for five years only, £5.00, or U.S.S12, or

Can.$14.

Journal Subscriptions:—

Post free to Libraries or non-members, £15.00, or U.S.S40, or Can.$45 per
annum.
Payment in advance to the Secretary.
The price of each half-yearly issue is pro rata.

Payment of Subscriptions may be by : -

(a) Cheque
(b) Bank Draft
(c) International Money Order

N.B. Dollar amounts quoted allows for exchange and for collection charges.

THE JOURNAL

The Society's Journal contains original articles on the archaeology, art, history,
language, literature, beliefs, and customs of the East.
Acknowledgement of books and pamphlets presented to the Society is made in
the Journal, which reviews the more important, where possible, but cannot
return those not reviewed.

PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN AT THE ALDEN PRESS, OXFORD
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